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GSC
I'm asking myself why I am so frustrated when I love town planning and social planning.

I feel marginalised
I feel disconected
my attempts to interact have been one of frustration.
 the strategies are being imposed with a limited period to give feedback
 my computer downloads PDF files in small print as another programme overides PDF reader
 Simultaneously the Auburn and Lidcombe town centre strategies have been on display

too much to read and digest in too short a period of time

It would be more fitting to residents time available to have it in sections that coulkd be read in say 30 min

 one needs time to consider and comment.

Staff should be more accessable over the phone

Planners should be available to talk to at public displays and more detail available

Recomendations:

Perhaps the Westmead Parramatta Sydney Olympic Park coridor should be an area on its own

it has enormous growth potential It is all in Parramatta City.

As the suburbs of Cumberlain Council are "older" suburbs should be in the South region.

our planning needs are radically differen to the urban renewal around Homebush Bay

and the site of the oil refinary.t

Our greatest planning needs are

the preservation of the two story streetscape in our shopping centres ( high rise set back)
the preservation of suburbian residential R 2 areas
the cesation of the building of 12 story buildings beside or opposite schools.
limiting population increases to the capacity of our rail stations
not rezoning Parramatta Road and delaying investigating planning options until two years after
estconex is opened
not reintroducing the toll on westconex
other matters raised during DA exhibition periods during the last 5 years.

Auburn - Lidcombe needs some reprive from the proliferation of high rise development as the community
lost confidence in the local Council to the point where Council was sacked and an Administrator appointed.

He needs a chance to restore public confidence in Council

He needs a chance to bring Auburn, Granville and Merrylands etc together into a cohesive Council



then we need to have local elections

then Councilors need to settle in.

given its a twenty year plan GSC could aford to give us a 5 year reprive

given the massive population increase we have experienced in the last 15 years.

I implore the GSC to negotiate with other government departments to upgrade infrastructure to acomodate
population increases.

The Sydney Basin needs a master plan then the district plans.

I find I';m giving perocial responses rather than strategic input

then again my strategic response is for growth to be on the western Plains with high speed rail and freeway
conections.

The Sydney Basin is full.

The next airport should not be built at Badgeries Creek but on the western plains. where new cities should be
built.

A core city of one million

 surounded by say 5 cities of over 150,000 to 350,000 each

each with universities, teaching hospitals etc

This is visionary

this is achievable.

Rev Graham Nathan Guy ( B.A. Th Dip)




